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New and upcoming products make brain malware possible!
Hackers backdoor the human brain, successfully extract sensitive data
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What is Brain Spyware?

Any malicious application that extracts private information about users from their neural signals [Martinovic et al., 2012]
Why Does Brain Spyware Work?
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Why Does Brain Spyware Work?

NEURO-SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE

Event Related Potentials (ERPs) - responses associated with specific sensory, cognitive and motor events
Subliminal Brain Spyware?
“What we do not see and what we do not know can hurt us”

Brannon, 1994
Subliminal Stimulation

- Process of affecting people with stimuli of which they are not aware
How Feasible is Subliminal Brain Spyware?

**Approach:** Experimental analysis with human subjects using specially developed BCI-game, *Flappy whale*
How Feasible is Subliminal Brain Spyware?

- During the game:
  - 5 different stimuli presented on the screen for 7 ms
  - Each stimulus repeated 10 times
  - Users’ EEG signals recorded using 7 electrodes
Data Preparation and Analysis
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Feasibility of Subliminal Attacks

Training data

Testing data

Time sync EEG & stimuli; epoch data

Feature extraction (Principal Component Analysis)

SVM classifier for private data extraction

Comparison with users’ self-reported post-game surveys

Subliminal information extraction result

Flappy Whale, BCI-controlled game
Feasibility of Subliminal Attacks

- Target stimulus recognized
- Target stimulus reported by a subject

![Graph showing target stimulus recognition and report across subjects.](image)
Mitigation - BCI Anonymizer

_Idea:_ Neural signals should be treated as a user’s personally identifiable information (PII)
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vs.
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